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ABSTRACT
Cocoa flavanols (CF) influence physiological processes in ways that suggest
their consumption may improve aspects of neural function, and previous
studies have found positive influences of CF on cognitive performance.
In this preliminary study we investigated whether visual, as well as cognitive,
function is influenced by an acute dose of CF in young adults. We employed a
randomized, single-blinded, order counterbalanced, crossover design in which
30 healthy adults consumed both dark chocolate containing 720 mg CF and a
matched quantity of white chocolate, with a one week interval between testing
sessions. Visual contrast sensitivity was assessed by reading numbers that
became progressively more similar in luminance to their background. Motion
sensitivity was assessed firstly by measuring the threshold proportion of
coherently moving signal dots that could be detected against a background of
random motion, and secondly by determining the minimum time required to
detect motion direction in a display containing a high proportion of coherent
motion. Cognitive performance was assessed using a visual spatial working
memory for location task and a choice reaction time task designed to engage
processes of sustained attention and inhibition. Relative to the control
condition, CF improved visual contrast sensitivity and reduced the time
required to detect motion direction, but had no statistically reliable effect on
the minimum proportion of coherent motion that could be detected. In terms of
cognitive performance, CF improved spatial memory and performance on
some aspects of the choice reaction time task. As well as extending the range
of cognitive tasks that are known to be influenced by CF consumption, this is
the first report of acute effects of CF on the efficiency of visual function. These
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acute effects can be explained by increased cerebral blood flow caused by
CF, although in the case of contrast sensitivity there may be an additional
contribution from CF induced retinal blood flow changes.
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1. Introduction
Flavonoids are a class of natural compounds, several subcategories of
which are common in the human diet, including flavanols, flavonols, isoflavones, flavones, and anthocyanidins. High levels of flavanols are found in
cocoa as well as grapes, green and black tea, red wine, and apples [1]. Cocoa
contains a particularly high concentration of flavanols [2], and in recent years
there has been an increasing interest in the health benefits of flavanolcontaining foods.
Consumption of cocoa flavanols (CF) has previously been shown to
influence hemodynamics, increasing both central and peripheral blood flow [37]. These effects are thought to be mediated by increased nitric oxide
synthesis within blood vessels [8-10], and can occur after a few doses or even
acutely [8, 11, 12]. One consequence of the effect of CF on cerebral blood
flow might be to improve performance on visual and cognitive tasks. One
study to date has confirmed that CF influences cerebral hemodynamics,
causing a large increase in blood flow comparable to that produced by
hypercapnia, peaking approximately 2 hours after ingestion [13]. An increase
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in cerebral blood flow could improve performance on a wide range of tasks via
a number of possible mediating mechanisms, including increased motivation,
attention, or arousal. Alternatively, an increased supply of metabolic
substrates to individual neurons involved in task specific processing might
improve their efficiency. However, all of these potential mechanisms lead to
the same prediction of a general performance improvement on cognitive and
visual tasks.
To assess the effects of CF we employed a battery made up of tests of
visual and cognitive ability. Performance on any of the tests in our battery
could be subject to general improvement arising from a cerebral blood flow
effect of CF, which leads in turn to increased motivation, attention, arousal, or
perhaps neural efficiency. However, performance on one of our visual tests,
which measured the minimum detectable luminance contrast (contrast
sensitivity, CS) could potentially be influenced both by general improvement
and by the known peripheral blood flow effects of CF, which might include an
effect on retinal blood flow. Retinal function is a critical determinant of CS
because it is in the intraretinal neural pathways that the pattern of luminance
values encoded by photoreceptors is first converted to a signal encoded in
terms of spatial contrast, and so logically the neural retina is the first place to
seek an explanation for changes in CS. A further indication that retinal
function is a critical determinant of CS is that a large part of the decline in CS
caused by aging is attributable to changes in retinal function [14-18]. That CS
is influenced by variation in retinal blood flow has been demonstrated
experimentally by having participants’ breathe air with an increased
percentage of CO2, which induces mild hypercapnia resulting in vasodilatation
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and an increase in blood flow [19]. This manipulation produced improved
visual contrast sensitivity, which the authors attributed to an increase in retinal
blood flow.
Although this is the first study of CF to include measures of visual
processing, several recent studies have investigated whether the
hemodynamic effects of CF are accompanied by changes in cognitive
performance. While Francis [13] demonstrated large cerebral hemodynamic
effects of CF, they did not find accompanying effects on cognitive
performance, although this failure was possibly attributable to a ceiling effect.
Another study found no chronic effects of CF on cognitive function in older
adults, but in this case the lack of effect may have been due to the over
representation in the sample of cognitively high functioning older adults whose
normal diets were rich in flavonoids [20]. A recent study performed by Scholey
et al. avoided ceiling effects by subjecting young adults to a fatiguing cognitive
demand battery aimed at producing a progressive decline in performance on
rapid information processing and serial subtraction tasks, and succeeded in
demonstrating positive effects of CF on performance and subjective mental
fatigue, which were more evident for a 520 mg acute dose than a 994 mg
acute dose [21]. It would be helpful to know if the effects of CF on cognition
generalise to a wide range of tasks tapping multiple cognitive functions, and
so in this study as well as testing visual function we investigated the effect of
CF on two tasks not previously used by Scholey et al [21]: visual spatial
working memory for location and a choice reaction time task designed to
require sustained attention and response inhibition.
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2. Methods

2.1 Experimental design
This study was conducted in the School of Psychology and Clinical
Language Sciences at The University of Reading. Each participant was tested
in a high CF condition and a low CF condition, with testing days separated by
one week. Order of testing was counterbalanced. On both study days
participants reported to the lab at 9.00 am to eat 35 g of chocolate. Cognitive
and visual testing began at 11.00 am and lasted approximately 45 minutes.
The two hour interval was chosen to coincide the test battery with the peak of
the blood flow effects of CF detected by Francis et al. [13]. During the two
hour interval participants were allowed to return to their normal daily student
routine, while adhering to the dietary restrictions described below. For each of
the tests described below short practice versions were used to ensure
participants understood the procedure. In all cases the order of tests in the
battery was visual spatial working memory, choice reaction time, motion
coherence threshold, contrast sensitivity, and finally motion integration time
threshold.

2.2 Participants
Thirty participants (twenty-two female), aged between 18 and 25 took
part in the study. All participants read and signed an informed consent
document approved by the local Research Ethics Committee. Participants
were recruited from the School Undergraduate Research Panel and received
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course credit in return for their participation. We excluded participants who
reported having a medically restricted diet or any kind of ongoing illness. All
participants had normal visual acuity, or acuity corrected to normal by glasses.
For 24 hours prior to study days and during the 2 hour interval between eating
chocolate and testing participants were asked to avoid consuming a list of
food and drinks high in flavonoids, as well as alcohol and caffeine. To disguise
the purpose of the study, for every high flavonoid item on the list we also
asked them to avoid a high fat food. We also provided a list of acceptable
foods. To increase compliance we informed participants that a cheek swab
would be collected and that we would be able to analyze the cheek swab to
check conformity to the restrictions. The cheek swab was collected, but not
analyzed. Participants were instructed to eat a light breakfast before arriving
at the lab, again subject to dietary restrictions.

2.3 Acute supplementation
In the high CF condition participants consumed 35 g of the
commercially available dark chocolate, CHOXI+, which contained 178 kcal
and 773 mg of CF [22], a quantity falling midway between the high and low
doses used by Scholey et al. [21]. An enquiry to the manufacturer was made
to determine the quantities of caffeine (38 mg), and theobromine (222 mg) in
35g of CHOXI+ dark chocolate. In the control condition participants consumed
35 g of white chocolate (Waitrose own brand), which contained 196 kcal and
only trace amounts of CF, caffeine, and theobromine. The experimenters were
blind to which of the two types of chocolate a participant had consumed.
Participants knew which of the two chocolates they had eaten, and may
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conceivably have been influenced by this knowledge. To minimise the
likelihood that they would guess the study hypothesis they were informed
when signing up that the study investigated the effects of different types of
fats on test performance. We reasoned they would probably infer that the two
types of chocolate contained different types of fats, but this speculation would
not easily lead to forming an opinion about which type of chocolate was likely
to improve performance.

2.4 Visual tests

2.4.1 Contrast sensitivity
Participants viewed a series of two digit numbers on a low contrast display
with both eyes and reported the number to the Experimenter. The test began
with stimuli above threshold and the contrast was gradually reduced until
participants could not detect the numbers at all, at which point testing was
discontinued. The test was self paced and for the stimuli where participants
were able to give a response they scored one point for each digit correct, e.g.
if the correct answer was 49 and a participant responded 47 they scored 1
point. Individual digits subtended approximately 0.8 deg of visual angle
horizontally at their widest point. Mean stimulus luminance averaged across
the digits and their background was 25.6 candela per meter2, falling in the
photopic range, in which vision depends upon mainly upon the cone system.
The percentage Michelson contrast of the digits with the background was
varied in 6 steps selected to vary between easily visible and below threshold
(1.946, 1.590, 1.354, 0.963, 0.576, and 0.230). There were 6 trials at each
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contrast, resulting in a score out of 12 at each contrast step. Two alternative
versions of this test were produced and half of the participants were tested
with each version on visit one, switching to the other version for visit two.

2.4.2 Motion coherence threshold
On each trial two patches of moving dots were presented simultaneously for
100 msec, one either side of a fixation cross. One patch, which the participant
had to identify, was made up of a mixture of signal dots moving horizontally
and dots moving in random directions. The other patch contained only dots
moving in random directions. To ensure the task required neural integration of
motion signals across visual space, and prevent the strategy of tracking the
motion of individual dots the lifetime of each dot was limited to 60 msec. The
contrast of individual dots with the background was set well above detection
threshold at 46.5%. At this level of stimulus contrast, variation in CS is unlikely
to be a factor influencing performance, but performance variation will reflect
the motion integration process in visual cortex [14].
A descending staircase procedure was used to determine the minimum
proportion of signal dots that a participant could successfully detect. The first
trial of the staircase began with 100% signal dots, and each time a correct
answer was given the proportion of signal dots was reduced, initially by a
large amount, and then by smaller amounts as the threshold was approached.
In the final phase the percentage of signal dots was reduced by 1% for each
correct answer, and increased by 2% each time an incorrect answer was
given. The test stopped after the staircase reversed directions 6 times, and
the threshold was estimated as the average of the percentage of signal dots
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present in the stimulus at the last 5 reversal points. Details of the visual
stimulus were as follows. The two patches subtended 5.98 by 4.48 deg, and
the closest point of each patch was 3.86 deg from fixation. Each patch
consisted of 100 dots, which were redrawn in randomly generated locations if
they moved off the edge of the patch or exceeded their 60 msec lifetime.
Individual dots subtended 0.15 deg and moved at 10.22 deg per sec.

2.4.2 Motion integration time threshold
On each trial a single patch of moving dots was presented. The participant
decided whether the patch contained a mixture of 80% horizontally moving
signal dots plus 20% dots moving in random directions, or just dots moving in
random directions. A descending staircase procedure was used to determine
the minimum viewing time the participant needed to make this judgment
successfully. The first trial of the staircase began with display duration of 3000
msec, and each time a correct answer was given the display duration was
reduced, initially by a large amount, and then by smaller amounts as the
threshold was approached. In the final phase the display duration was
reduced by 60 msec for each correct answer, and increased by 120 msec
each time an incorrect answer was given. The test stopped after the staircase
reversed directions 6 times, and the threshold was estimated as the average
of the stimulus duration at the last 5 reversal points. Details of the visual
stimulus were the same as 2.4.1 except as follows. The patch subtended
20.22 by 15.17 deg. Individual dots subtended 0.52 deg and moved at 34.58
deg per sec.
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2.5 Cognitive tests

2.5.1 Visual spatial working memory
Participants viewed a screen displaying cartoon depictions of a number of
common objects, drawn from a set of eight. Participants were allowed 3 sec to
view the objects and form an impression of their relative locations before the
display was replaced by a blank screen for 1 sec. After the blank screen the
same objects were displayed again but two of them had switched locations.
Participants circled which two objects they thought had changed location on a
response sheet. One point was scored for each correctly circled object. To
avoid floor and ceiling effects 6 easy, 6 medium, and 6 hard trials were
included. Easy trials were based on 4 objects, medium trials on 6 objects, and
hard trials used the full set of 8 objects. Note the purpose of the blank screen
was to prevent apparent motion of the two objects that switched location,
which would have made the task trivial and removed the need to remember
the object locations. Two alternative versions of this test were produced using
different sets of cartoon objects and different location switches. Half of the
participants were tested with each version on visit one, switching to the other
version for visit two.

2.5.2 Choice reaction time
Participants were instructed that they were to press one of 3 buttons on the
computer keyboard as quickly as possible in response to letters or digits that
appeared on the screen. The 3 response buttons were labelled “X”, “Y” and
“N”, where “X” was to be pressed if “X” appeared on the screen, “Y” was to be
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pressed if “Y” appeared, and “N” was to be pressed if any single digit number
appeared on the screen. Inter stimulus intervals (ISI) varied randomly
between 2000 and 7000 msec. This relatively large range of ISIs was
intended to require participants to sustain attention in the ISI periods in order
to avoid missing stimuli or making late responses. The task was made up of
60 trials divided into two phases. In the first phase, which was made up of 18
trials, stimuli alternated between “X” and “Y” in a predictable sequence. In the
second phase the sequencing of “X” and “Y” became unpredictable and single
digit numbers appeared as stimuli with a low frequency (12% of second phase
trials). It was intended that the unpredictability of the sequence in the second
phase would additionally require participants to engage inhibitory processes in
order to prevent incorrect responses. The measures produced by this test
were reaction time (rtm) in the predictable phase, rtm to the stimuli “X” and “Y”
in the unpredictable phase, and the overall percentage of correct responses.
Incorrect trials were excluded from rtm calculations. Rtm to the single digit
stimuli was not calculated due to the small number trials, which was further
reduced by the high error rate on this trial type. Two alternative versions of
this test were produced and half of the participants were tested with each
version on visit one, switching to the other version for visit two.

2.6 Statistical analysis
Performance on the contrast sensitivity test was converted to percent correct
at each stimulus contrast. An overall percentage correct was calculated for
visual spatial working memory. We used mixed ANOVA to assess the main
effect of CF consumption versus control (one tailed), as well as the interaction
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of treatment order with CF consumption versus control. Treatment order was
a between subjects factor. The distributional assumptions of parametric
statistical tests were violated by the data from the motion integration time and
choice reaction time measures. For these tests we describe the central
tendency of the inter-participant distribution using medians and analyse the
main effect of CF consumption versus control with non-parametric Wilcoxon t
tests (one tailed). While it is not possible to analyse the interaction with
treatment order using non parametric tests, inspection of the data revealed no
evidence of such an interaction for motion integration time or choice reaction
time.

3.0 Results
Means, medians, and standard deviations for all measures in both the high CF
and control conditions are given in Table 1. Measures that revealed significant
effects of treatment condition are highlighted in bold.

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

3.1 Contrast sensitivity
Mean Percentage of digits read correctly after consuming dark chocolate
containing 773 mg CF or white chocolate over the 6 levels of stimulus contrast
are shown in Fig. 1. At the highest stimulus contrast all digits were read
correctly by all participants, while at the lowest contrast percent correct
approaches zero. There was no effect of CF at stimulus contrast 1.354%, at
which performance was very high but not at ceiling. However, for the two
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stimulus contrasts where performance fell either side of the absolute detection
threshold, conventionally defined as 50% correct, participants identified more
digits correctly after consuming high CF chocolate. The mean performance
improvement of 13.3% at 0.576% stimulus contrast was assessed using
mixed ANOVA and found to be significant (F(1,28) = 4.28, p < 0.05). There
was no between subject effect of testing order (F(1,28) = 0.34, p = 0.56), or
interaction of testing order and treatment condition (F(1,28) = 0.27, p = 0.61).
At 0.963% stimulus contrast the mean performance improvement was 8.9%,
which approached significance (F(1,28) = 2.25, p = 0.07). The group of
participants who consumed high CF chocolate in week 1 performed better on
average than the group who consumed white chocolate in week 1 (F(1,28) =
6.12, p < 0.05). This was the only significant main effect of testing order on
any part of the test battery, and therefore we suspect this result is a type 1
error. The significant effect of testing order does not complicate the
interpretation of our results because it does not interact with treatment
condition (F(1,28) = 0.32, p = 0.58). Testing performance averaged across the
two near threshold contrast levels produced a significant effect of high CF
chocolate versus control (F(1,28) = 5.66, p < 0.05), but no effect of testing
order (F(1,28) = 0.51, p = 0.48), or interaction of testing order and treatment
condition(F(1,28) = 2.06, p = 0.16).

FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

3.2 Motion coherence threshold
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In the high CF condition the mean motion coherence threshold was slightly
better than in the low CF condition (48.5 versus 52.0% signal dots), but this
difference was not significant (F(1,28) = 0.78, p = 0.39). There was no
between subject effect of testing order (F(1,28) = 0.34, p = 0.56), or
interaction of testing order and treatment condition (F(1,28) = 1.29, p = 0.27).

3.2 Motion integration time threshold
In the high CF condition the median motion integration time threshold was 172
msec better than in the low CF condition (417 versus 619 msec required to
judge whether the motion patch contained signal dots), which was a
significant difference, (z = 1.68, p < 0.05).

3.3 Visual spatial working memory
In the high CF condition the mean percent correct was 3.6% better than in the
low CF condition (87.1 versus 83.5% correct), which was a significant
difference (F(1,28) = 3.41, p < 0.05). There was no between subject effect of
testing order (F(1,28) = 1.19, p = 0.28), but there was an interaction of testing
order and treatment condition (F(1,28) = 4.14, p = 0.05). The two treatment
order groups performed similarly in the high CF condition (86.9% high CF first
versus 87.4% control first), and the high CF first group maintained this
performance level in the second week when they consumed white chocolate
(87.2%). The source of the interaction was that the control condition first
group performed significantly worse in week one than in the second week
when they consumed high CF chocolate (79.8% versus 87.4%, t(14) = 2.21, p
< 0.05)).
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3.4 Choice reaction time
In the high CF condition the median of the inter-participant rtm distribution
during the predictable phase of the task was faster by 40 msec than in the low
CF condition (517 versus 557 msec), which was a significant difference, (z = 2.33, p < 0.01). There were no statistically reliable effects on the measures
relating to the unpredictable phase of the task. In the high CF condition
median reaction time during the unpredictable phase was 8 msec faster (593
versus 601 msec, z = -1.31, p = 0.19). The median percentage of correct
responses was slightly lower in the high CF condition (60 versus 62.5 %, z = 0.94, p = 0.35, two tailed).

4. Discussion
The results of the current study demonstrate for the first time that
performance on tests of visual system function in healthy young adults can be
improved by the acute consumption of CF. Improvements in visual function
were observed approximately 2.5 hours after CF consumption, and if the
improvement depends upon increased blood flow it is likely that the effect
seen here lasted several hours [13, 21]. We also demonstrated improvements
in cognitive performance due to CF, consistent with a recent report by Scholey
et al. [21]. Because CF improved performance on several different tests, these
results are indicative of a general mechanism underlying the improvements
seen. As such we propose that increased cerebral blood flow may be
producing an increase in motivation or attentiveness on the tasks.
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In the case of contrast sensitivity, the performance improvement we
found might reflect a general improvement in task performance, or a more
specific effect due to changes in retinal blood flow produced by CF, or a
combination of the two mechanisms. It is not possible to distinguish between
these possibilities on the basis of the current data, but a number of previous
findings are suggestive of some role for a retinal mechanism. Firstly, and most
directly, is the observation that increasing retinal blood flow by means of
hypercapnia improves CS [19]. Secondly, in glaucoma, changes in CS can be
explained by changes in retinal blood flow [27]. Furthermore, gingko biloba,
which contains a high level of flavonoids, has shown some promise as a
treatment for glaucoma. Gingko biloba extract increases ocular blood flow in
glaucoma patients [28], as well as reducing pre-existing visual field damage in
normal tension glaucoma [29]. These findings, as well as those mentioned in
the introduction point towards the hypothesis that flavonoids are able to
influence the function of retinal neurons.
The acute improvement due to CF supplementation in motion
integration time threshold, the small improvement in spatial working memory,
and the faster responses in the initial phase of the choice reaction time task
must be mediated by cortical effects. Most likely this reflects an improvement
in the supply of metabolic substrates to cortical neurons produced by
increased blood flow. A reduction in the time required to integrate visual
motion could be beneficial in time critical everyday tasks, such as driving. The
effect on the simpler early phase of the choice reaction time task suggests
that CF can increase response speed in simple tasks. The stimulus sequence
was predictable in the phase of the task where a treatment effect occurred,
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and therefore it is also possible that the response speed improvement was
mediated by an improvement in procedural memory. There was no reliable
effect of CF when the number of response categories increased and the
sequence became unpredictable, introducing to the task a requirement to
inhibit incorrect responses. This choice reaction time task employed long time
intervals between responses, and it may be speculated that the effects of CF
manifested themselves here by improving the ability to sustain attention
during the long inter trial intervals. This proposal could be tested using a
simple reaction time task with a single response key and systematically
varying the inter trial interval.
The only test to show an interaction of treatment with treatment order
was the spatial working memory task. Participants who consumed CF in week
1 maintained their performance level in the subsequent testing week, while
participants who consumed white chocolate in week 1 and high CF chocolate
in week 2 did much better in the second week. A possible explanation of this
interaction is that consumption of CF produced more highly motivated
participants who consequently developed better strategies for remembering
the locations of test items. Such participants might then make use of the same
strategy in the control condition week. Further experimentation would be
required to test this hypothesis.
Turning to the applied value of these results, arguably the most
important finding is the influence of CF supplementation on visual contrast
sensitivity. Using Fig. 1 to estimate the average absolute thresholds (50%
detection rates) in the two experimental phases, and then converting these to
contrast sensitivity values as used in clinical practice by calculating the
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inverse of the physical stimulus contrast at threshold, results in a contrast
sensitivity of 161 when supplemented and 137 when not. This represents a
17% improvement, and could potentially improve the performance of young
adults in challenging visual environments such as when working in low light
levels, or where there is a need to spot small low contrast targets. Aircraft
pilots routinely face this situation, and one study has compared CS and
Snellen acuity as predictors of pilots’ performance on the challenging visual
task of spotting other aeroplanes. One experiment assessed the ability of
pilots to spot aircraft in a simulator, and another looked at the ability to detect
real aircraft from the ground in a variety of weather conditions [23]. Both
experiments found that individual differences in CS predicted successful
spotting, while Snellen acuity did not predict success. Given these
correlations, it seems likely that an intervention that improves CS would also
improve the performance of some visually challenging everyday tasks.
Older adults typically experience a considerable decline in CS,
particularly at medium and high spatial frequencies, and in more severe cases
everyday functional vision is impaired [14, 24-26]. In this context, a 17%
improvement such as we achieved here would be of considerable practical
value if it were replicated in older adults. If our hypothesis that the
improvement in contrast sensitivity due to CF supplementation is caused by a
combination of increased blood flow to the retina and visual cortex is correct,
then we might expect a similar effect size in older adults provided CF
increases blood flow in older adults to the same extent as it does in young
adults. In fact, a recent study indicated that the peripheral blood flow effects of
CF in older adults are actually larger than in young controls [9], suggesting
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that the percentage improvement in elderly CS could be larger than in young
adults.
There are a number of reasons to predict that the chronic effects of CF
supplementation on visual function will be larger than the acute effects
reported here. Dietary flavonoids are neuroprotective, suppress inflammatory
processes, and enhance endothelial function [30], all of which are likely to be
beneficial for the retina and visual cortex. Perhaps the most encouraging
findings regarding a possible chronic effect of dietary flavonoids on visual
function are rat models suggesting that epigallocatechin gallate, a flavonoid
derived from green tea, has a protective effect on the neural layer of the
retina, and when injected or administered orally accelerates recovery from
various insults to the retina [31-34].
The present study was an initial investigation with a focus on the
potential influence of CF on visual function in young adults. The findings
presented here are being extended in a new study of CF effects in older
adults. As practiced by Scholey et al., the follow up study include caffeine and
theobromine in the control condition to rule out the possibility that these
ingredients of cocoa contribute substantially to the positive effects of cocoa.
We have also included baseline performance measures on each day, and a
double blind procedure to rule out the possibility of placebo effects.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for each test battery measure. Measures for which the
treatment effect was statistically significant are highlighted in bold.
Measure

Michelson contrast 1.95 %
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Control

High CF
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mean

mean

median

median

SD

SD
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100

100

100

0.00

0.00

98.89
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4.228

4.228
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94.44
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18.65

11.85

84.44

75.56
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83.33

25.12

26.16

43.89

30.56
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1.11

3.89
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149
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59.86
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(% correct)
Michelson contrast 1.59 %
(% correct)
Michelson contrast 1.35 %
(% correct)
Michelson contrast 0.96 %
(% correct)
Michelson contrast 0.58 %
(% correct)
Michelson contrast 0.23 %
(% correct)
Motion coherence threshold
(% coherence)
Motion integration time
msec
Visual spatial
(% correct)
Reaction time msec
(predictable)
Reaction time msec
(unpredictable)
Accuracy
(% correct)
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Figure caption

Figure 1. The effect on visual contrast sensitivity of acute supplementation
with high CF chocolate relative to low CF chocolate. The mean percentage of
digits read correctly is plotted as a function of the contrast with the
background the digits were presented on.
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